Across

3. the dentist might put one of these in a tooth which has a hole
4. a type of tooth used for ripping and tearing
5. a liquid found in the mouth.
10. a type of molar teeth right at the back of the mouth - they are often the last teeth to appear.
11. this eats animals
12. your first set of teeth - you have 20
14. the hard material on the outside of teeth
16. used for grinding and chewing - next to the canine teeth
17. this person checks your teeth
19. this is pink and surrounds the bottom part of the tooth
20. a layer of bacteria on your teeth - it can lead to decay

Down

1. the top of the tooth - the part you can see.
2. a type of tooth used for biting and cutting
4. a hole in a tooth
6. very small - these live in your mouth and form plaque
7. this is found just below the enamel
8. this feeds on more than one type of food.
9. a plant eating animal
13. used for grinding and chewing
15. your second set of teeth - you have 32
17. a good ___ is important for your teeth
18. this helps you swallow your food and you use it to taste.
Teeth

canine     incisor     premolar     molar     wisdom
saliva     herbivore   carnivore   omnivore   dentist
diet       tongue      crown       enamel     dentine
gum        plaque      bacteria    filling    cavity
milk       adult
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